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1 Executive Summary 
1.1 Objectives 
The purpose of the proposed review was to focus specifically on what influence TCF schools have 
had in their surrounding communities across Pakistan. The review focused in particular on how 
the value of education is perceived, gender equality, community cohesion across class, ethnicity 
and religious affiliation, as well as increased understanding of citizenship (in particular rights, 
responsibilities and participation) at a local and national level. 
 

1.2 Scope and method of the review  
The review was undertaken across Pakistan (at least one school was located in each province). 
Some schools that had been visited in 2008 were re-visited in order to build on the data collected 3 
years ago. There was a mix of urban and rural schools, primary and secondary schools and schools 
which were established early on in TCF’s tenure as well as a few more recent schools. The schools 
were chosen with TCF advice.   
 
The research was conducted over 16 days in December 2012. Individual semi structured interviews 
were conducted with 13 principals in 13 schools in five locations across Pakistan. Focus groups 
were held with 100 teachers, 87 parents or grandparents and 33 alumni. The research furthermore 
included community visits, focus groups with alumni, TCF volunteers and employees.  

TCF has a number of direct stakeholders: teachers, students, parents, volunteers, and employees 
and the impact on their community was assessed as a result of the changes these agents 
(stakeholders) brought on to their community in varying degree. As a Citizens Foundation the 
follow on analysis reviewed how each of these agents held and lived by the concept of citizenship 
regardless of the formal definition of the term. The results were anticipated in some areas and 
surprising in others. 

 

1.3 Main Findings 

1.3.1 Impact 

The greatest positive impact was caused by students, who not only moulded themselves on newer 
ideals but also had a direct and indirect impact on their parents and their community. In 
decreasing order of impact this was followed by parents and volunteers who also played into the 
community. The surprising finding was that teachers and employees, through direct agents of 
change in the school, had amongst all stakeholders mentioned the least impact on the community. 
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Students:  

The primary impact on students was pride, discipline, and cohesiveness. From the point of 
view of the teachers and principals the main effects on the students has been punctuality, 
discipline, cleanliness and hygiene, respect for elders, manners, better ethics, increased 
tolerance through the ‘house system’, positive attitude, able to work in groups, and 
increased confidence.  

Impact on parents: In some areas particular habits had changed, and in others drugs, 
alcohol or gambling habits reduced. The result was both active and passive. Children told 
their parents to not eat pan & gutka, and in some cases the parents followed suit (feedback 
from parents). In other cases children just change their own behaviour and the families 
follow suit (feedback from teachers).  

Creating a legacy: Alumni teachers were possibly the ones who had been impacted most as 
their experience as a TCF student fed directly into their experience of being a teacher in the 
same system. For them teaching was much more than a job, but an opportunity to give 
back to the community that had helped educate them 

Parents:  

Apart from the effect students had in their homes, the parents had improved hygiene, 
reduced bad habits and both an enquiry and urge to get educated. A number were enrolled 
in literacy programmes to understand what students were learning and had learnt a 
number of useful concepts such as the English alphabet and English words, the national 
anthem, mathematics, the value of time, and day to day dealings such as how to greet 
teachers. Mothers in particular through the Agahi literacy programme and connection with 
the school felt empowered. 

Volunteers:  

The volunteers were generally happy with the TCF system, they found the organisation to 
be transparent and hence worthy of their time, connected with the cause, and TCF’s 
attention to detail, investment and development of their human resource, especially 
teachers was appreciated. What appealed most to the volunteers was that the organization 
and its employees had a warm welcoming attitude which made them feel part of the TCF 
family.  

Teachers:  

Whereas being the main agents of change and impacting the largest stakeholder group 
(students) that had an indirect positive impact on the community, the teachers themselves 
had the least impact on their community. Their immediate environment at home had 
changed as they earned greater respect as women, and in some cases greater freedom to 
travel alone. However for most of them it was a job to be done, done well and there was 
little evidence to show a more direct impact in their immediate environment. 
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Employees:  

Employees cited a trusting senior management, an open door policy and a good work life 
balance but for them TCF is a paying job like any other. None of those interviewed had 
their children enrolled in TCF schools, although they are going to other schools. Out of 14 
people only one has been to the adult literacy programme (Agahi). They were connected to 
a good job rather than the TCF cause. 

 

Overall it seemed that in most areas the accessibility of a good school had increased the number of 
girls in school. In certain areas fathers still preferred their children to work, but mothers in 
particular wanted to send both boys and girls to school. The families who had sent a mother or 
over-aged sibling to Agahi were particularly well connected with the school. 

1.3.2 Citizenship 

TCF stands for citizenship and agents of change. Citizenship is broadly defined as rights, duties 
and political participation/ participation in society. An understanding of rights and 
responsibilities is the essential starting point for any agent of change to be able to operate 
positively and impact their community. 

The students embodied the concept of citizenship without directly understanding the definition, 
they had started to live many of the values. They thought that education was a right, a 
fundamental one. 

The parents did not understand the concept; their needs were basic roti kapra aur makaan. A 
number of parents seemed puzzled to be asked about their rights.  

For the volunteers the concept of citizenship was viewed differently. To them citizenship was 
being part of a larger network and about trust and reliance. When probed further about rights and 
responsibilities, the group spoke about responsibilities towards fellow countrymen and 
contributing to a bigger picture. 

For the employees rights and responsibilities were understood as their ability to work and be paid 
well in a job rather than wider obligations on the society. 

The teachers had no idea of the concept and this was glaring by its omission. They were helping 
students become better citizens without understanding how and why. Only one principal was able 
to speak competently about citizenship as rights and responsibilities in wider society. 

1.3.3 Community cohesion 

Overall the team found that gender barriers were broken, at student, teacher and parental levels. 
More girls come to school, even in areas where parents prefer to keep their daughters at home. In 
KPK over-aged girls were sent to school after taking part in the Agahi programme, because the 
school had female teachers. In Sindh, even Sindhi families sent their daughters to school, at least 
till the end of primary school. 
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In areas where there are alumni teachers the perception of educating girls has changed totally. 
Mothers who had previously not visited schools, like the Kohistani community in one area started 
to come and engage with teachers directly. Teachers find gender barriers are broken as they are 
allowed by their families to travel for training without male accompaniments. 

Most of the parents maintained that there is peace & harmony in their community. One of the 
groups highlighted the diversity of their area as people belonging to different culture like in their 
community. They all celebrate festivals together and are always willing to help each other in the 
time of crisis. In schools where there were issues between ethnic, linguistic and religious groups, 
the principal explained that generally these differences were left outside the school gates, not 
impacting the children’s education. Teachers confirmed that children of all backgrounds played 
and interacted with each other. 

 

1.4 Conclusions and Recommendations 
TCF has ambitious objectives and programmes, where schools through principals and teachers 
impact students who in turn impact parents and communities.  
 
The greatest impact is the TCF legacy when a former student returns as a teacher to give back or a 
volunteer who connects with the cause. The other major impact has been on and through 
principals. The principals that were met as a part of this study have become true leaders. They are 
very connected to the cause and understand the community. Their strength is in becoming 
accepted and respected by the local community, as well as by their teachers. They are the vital link 
between all the various stakeholders. 
The contrast between the leadership and vision shown by the TCF principals compared with the 
lack of impact teachers had in their communities and their lack of understanding of the concept of 
citizenship is surprising.  Citizenship needs to be imparted as a formal and internal value set to the 
teachers so that they can pass it on more clearly to their students, in order to embed the aim of 
creating agents of positive change for the wider society.  

TCF has also shown that it has had an impact on changing social norms in conservative societies. 
Breaking social barriers takes time, often a generation or more. However, in the areas where TCF 
schools had been established for around a decade, many of the issues that divide communities 
were either reduced or totally absent.  

 

Here are five specific recommendations: 

• The concept of citizenship must be imbued in teacher training so that they are both 
formally and informally empowered to educate the next generation of change agents i.e. 
the students. This may be extended to the employees of TCF. In order to bridge this gap 
quickly, specific training programmes should be put in place. 
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• In contrast with the principals, most teachers who took part in this study seemed to have 
been impacted mainly at a professional level, and not so much in their private lives. A 
programme of direct community contact/ visits could help. A greater involvement of the 
community directly with the school could also help connect teachers to the cause. 

• Greater parental involvement in the schools should be encouraged – especially fathers. 
Possibly extending Agahi to fathers and brothers in evening classes, and  

• With the connectedness to the TCF cause shown by volunteers, the opportunities for 
volunteers to engage should both be formalised and increased, even in areas that are more 
remote. Volunteers who do it primarily for the cause and experience can become powerful 
change agents both for teachers and employees. Perhaps volunteers can be connected to 
teachers as well as students. 

• Domestic staff and Ayahs should become more part of the TCF family, given incentives to 
send their children to TCF schools and be encouraged to take part in the Agahi programme. 
 

Whether formally or informally, TCF does a fantastic service in having the next generation bring 
both positive changes into the community and live the values of citizenship. 
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2 Purpose and scope of the review 
The original purpose of the review was to focus on what influence TCF schools have had in their 
surrounding communities across Pakistan. The review focused in particular on how the value of 
education is perceived, gender equality, community cohesion across class, ethnicity and religious 
affiliation, as well as increased understanding of citizenship (in particular rights, responsibilities 
and participation) at a local and national level. At the start of the review process the aim was 
widened to include the effect TCF had on its employees and volunteers, so as to gain a more 
holistic picture of TCF’s impact. 
 
Scope and method of the review 
The review was undertaken across Pakistan in five cluster areas. One cluster was located in a 
Karachi slum; the other clusters were located in rural Sindh, rural KPK, rural Baluchistan and 
semi-urban Punjab. In each area at least two or three schools were visited. Some schools that had 
been visited in 2008 were re-visited in order to build on the data collected 4 years ago. There was a 
mix of urban and rural schools, primary and secondary schools and schools that were established 
early on in TCF’s tenure as well as a few more recent schools. The new schools were chosen in 
conjunction with TCF advice.   
 
The fieldwork was conducted over 16 days in December 2012. Semi-structured interviews or focus 
groups were held with area education managers, principals, teachers, parents and students in the 
selected schools across Pakistan. In the schools that had been established for a while, alumni also 
took part in focus groups.1 Community visits were conducted in at least five households per 
location, meeting parents and other community members who did not come to the focus groups 
held at the schools. In those schools that held the adult literacy classes, the team visited one session 
and spoke to those taking part. Informal conversations were also held with some area managers 
and ayahs who were employed at the schools. In addition focus groups were held with TCF 
volunteers and TCF office employees. These were conducted in January after the main fieldwork 
in the schools had been completed. 

PARTICIPANT ACTIVITY APROXIMATE TIME 
SPENT 

Area Education manager2 Semi-structured interview  45 minutes 
Principal Semi-structured interview 45 minutes 
School teachers (8-10 in each school) Focus group 35-45 minutes  
Parent/community members Focus group  30-45 minutes 
Students (1 classroom in secondary schools 
only) 

In-class participatory 
exercise 45-60 minutes per class 

Alumni Focus group  30-45 minutes 
TCF Rahbar volunteers Focus group 30-45 minutes 
TCF employees Focus group 30-45 minutes 

                                                      

1 Individual semi structured interviews were conducted with 13 principals in 13 schools in five locations 
across Pakistan. Focus groups were held with 100 teachers, 87 parents or grandparents and 33 alumni. 
2 Where possible. 
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The review was conducted in a manner to train up a few TCF employees in qualitative data 
collection. The team therefore comprised four TCF employed research assistants, who took part in 
the data collection, translation and transcription. It is this team that conducted the final focus 
groups with TCF volunteers and employees after the lead researcher had departed. 

In writing up, a lot of quotes have been used in order to illustrate the views of the respondents. 
One of the objectives of this report was to give a voice to the parents, students, teachers and 
principals who are not often heard (or asked). In doing so it is hoped a deeper, more accurate 
impact picture can be drawn for those who are not able to go to the schools themselves. 
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3 The aims of TCF – an introduction to this study 
 

“To remove barriers of class and privilege and to make the citizens of Pakistan Agents of 
Positive Change’ (The Citizens Foundation Annual Report 2007)” 

 

As it was stated in the TCF review conducted in 2008 (Lall 2008), the TCF founders wanted to help 
create a body of people across the country who would lead honourable and good lives, who would 
know the difference between right and wrong and who could make responsible decisions. 
Education and schooling was a way to take children forward in that direction as education is the 
foundation on which a structure of good citizenship could be built. Children would be equipped 
with a value structure and develop ownership of their surroundings. This is where the vision of 
agents of positive change was born, the banner under which TCF operates today. It was also hoped 
that change would not only flow downwards to the children, but that they in turn would bring 
back home some of what they had learnt and in this way help develop their families and the wider 
community.  

The objective of this review was to see if the wider aims of TCF, the impact of the schools could be 
felt in the families that sent their children to school, and also how TCF impacted those who taught 
at these schools. In particular the citizenship theme was of interest, as issues pertaining to rights 
and responsibilities are not that well developed across the Pakistani school system (Lall 2012). 

The aims of TCF, as seen by the principals who were asked as a part of the review, includes quality 
education for the less privileged, positive change in communities, breaking the barriers of class 
and privilege and to make the children responsible citizens of Pakistan. As such it does not differ 
in substance from the founders’ aims, however in many schools TCF was simply depicted as ‘good 
education for the poor’ by other respondents, quite an oversimplification from what was originally 
intended.  

However, although often not articulated in those words, the TCF schools have been a beacon in 
breaking barriers of class, gender, and ethnicity. Both the citizenship and the breaking of barriers 
theme figured heavily in the data collection on the review and have a separate section in the 
report, depicting that some of the impact TCF has had goes beyond the grades, the school leaving 
certificates and the new school buildings it usually gets judged by. 
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4 The areas and schools visited 
 
All TCF schools have similar features. They include a pleasantly designed building with many 
windows (to ensure light and ventilation) and an outside space/ courtyard for assembly and break 
with plants. All primary schools have a library, a teachers’ room an office for the principal and one 
for the accountant. In each classroom there are chairs and tables for 30 students. The secondary 
schools have a computer lab and science labs as well. Some schools will have a small shop where 
the children can purchase snacks in the break time. All schools visited were in immaculate 
condition. 
 
The areas where the schools are located are described below. The Appendix has more socio-
economic data on the families who send their children to the local TCF schools. 
 
Karachi – Mohammadi Colony (aka Machar Colony) (Since 1996) 
Number of schools: 12 primary and 4 secondary units 
Number of students: over 2,000 
 
The team visited two schools in Mohammadi Colony (MC). Mohammadi Colony, also known as 
Machar (mosquito) Colony is one of the largest slums of Asia and an economically disadvantaged 
area with a population of over 700,000 people.  This area was covered with sea water about 60 
years ago, which naturally receded. The land has been illegally occupied, and the inhabitants have 
been living here for the past 40 years. There are approximately 800-850 wadas (shrimp farms) in 
MC. There are no proper pipes for water in the area however you can see water pumping 
machines (seen at the entrance of the colony) that have been installed by a contractor, who illegally 
pumps municipal water and sells it to the inhabitants. Facilities like electricity, telephone and gas 
and provided by the government.  
 
The population comprises 70% Bengalis and around 30% Katchis, Pathans and some Punjabis and 
Sindhis. Bengalis are mostly employed in fishery related jobs and shrimp peeling. Women in 
Katchi households work in houses as maids while men stay at home. In Pathan households the 
men work and women do not go outside the house. They mostly work as drivers (of trollers) or 
guards. Some of them even own small shops or restaurants. Pathans and Katchis invariably live in 
their own houses (no matter how big or small). Bengali ‘houses’ are rectangular in shape; each 
‘house’ will have around 4-5 rooms in it, and a small kitchenette in or outside each room. One 
family of 10 to 12 members lives in each one of these rooms. Bathrooms are shared by the 4-5 
families living in the house. Each family pays approximately Rs. 600 per month as a rent for these 
rooms to the owner who is also living in one of the rooms with his family. These families in most 
cases are not related to each other. 
 
All people of this area believe in having large families and most households boast having an 
average of 9 children. 
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Nawabshah – Rural Sindh (Since 2006) 
Number of schools: 3 primary and two secondary units  
Number of students: over 550 
 
The team visited two primary and two secondary schools (in one compound) in Nawabshah, rural 
Sindh. The locality of these schools is in the midst of agricultural farms at Sanghar road. 
Nawabshah is roughly the geographical centre of Sindh and about 4 hours' drive from Karachi. 
The community is diverse with a mix of Muslims (above 80%) and Christians (10%) and a small 
minority of Hindus (5-6%).  The housing in the locality is largely made up of brick houses with 
single or two rooms. People here are mostly employed in agricultural jobs with few running small 
shops and some are daily wages labourers.  Women usually stay at home doing household chores. 
However, most of them are also seen working in agricultural fields.  
 
The TCF School is located close to the local population and most of the children live nearby. Both 
the schools are in the same compound managed by different principals. Over 550 children are 
enrolled in these TCF schools. 

Battal and Oghi – Rural KPK (Since 2007) 
Number of schools: 2 primary units in Battal and 3 primary units in Oghi 
Number of students: over 725 
 
The team visited two primary schools in Mansehra district, one in Oghi and one in Battal, rural 
Khyber Paktunkhwa.  The Oghi School is a two unit campus managed by a single principal. Oghi 
has a diverse ethnic community with 70% Pathan, 20% Kohistani and 10% Swati and some others.  
The housing in the locality is largely made up of brick houses.  Most people here are employed in 
agricultural jobs while few of them are shopkeepers; Frontier Core retired personnel and masons.   
Battal School is a two unit campus managed by a single principal. Most of the population here is 
Pathan. The housing in the locality has a mix of big houses and few very poor shanty huts.  Mostly 
people here are traders, shopkeepers and a few of them are employed in Government and NGO 
sector. The community is conservative and women do not tend to go outside.  
 
Winder - Rural Baluchistan (Since 2006) 
Number of schools:  4 primary units and 2 secondary units 
Number of students: over 700 
 
The team visited three schools in Winder, Rural Baluchistan. These schools are situated about half 
a kilometre from the main RCD highway. The population is made up of 60% Baluchis, about 40% 
Sindhi and Lassis. There are also about 10% non Muslims.  Most of the residents are employed in 
factories as labourers, some work in a fishing harbour in a nearby town. Some others work on 
agricultural farms and with live stocks.   

The population lives in form of clans, as most of the relatives are found living together within a 
single boundary wall.  They have small one or two room houses. Houses were mostly made of clay 
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walls and roofs made of straw and leaves with shared washrooms. Houses of people with better 
economic conditions had roofs made up of asbestoses sheets.  Most of the women are housewives 
and make handicrafts which help them to earn some money.  The population here is very fond of 
chewing gutka (mixture of betel nut and tobacco). Some people are reluctant to send their 
daughters to secondary schools. Having two or more wives is a common culture.   

Most of the children live nearby the TCF school. The first school was a two unit primary school. 
The other school was a two unit primary and two unit secondary schools in the same compound 
managed by different principals.  

 
Minhala – semi-urban Punjab (Since 2000) 
Number of schools: 4 primary units, 2 secondary units and 1 higher secondary 
Number of students: over 1,000 
 

The team visited two schools in Minhala, Punjab, on the outskirts of Lahore.  The area is rural but 
with villages dotted at regular intervals. It is well connected with the city and while commute back 
and forth is possible it ends up being expensive for the local residents. There are two main ethnic 
groups: Punjabis and Meowatis. Meowatis migrated from India at the time of partition. There is 
also about a 10% Christian minority (this is anecdotal information, could not confirm with a 
statistic source). The majority of residents are occupationally farmers, civil servants, tradesmen, 
unskilled labourers and small business owners. Agricultural activities constitute of cultivating 
mustard and, poultry and herd rising. There is a diary farm in the village as well. Small business 
owners were usually shop owners.  

The TCF schools are located in villages within walking distance for the children. The first school 
was a secondary school along with Intermediate and Bachelor's classes (2 years Bachelors). The 
second school was a dual unit primary school.  
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5 TCF’s impact in the schools 
5.1 Principals and Area Education Managers 
TCF distinguishes itself from other education NGOs with an all female teaching staff. The pre- and 
in service training allows for a career progression for teachers to become principals, and more 
recently principals can move on to become senior principals and area education managers. As in 
many education systems the principals carry the school and the system on their shoulders. It was 
therefore very important to find out what effect working for TCF had on their lives. 
 
When asked about how TCF had impacted their lives, most principals and AEMs spoke about how 
their behaviour had changed. They had become patient, practical, punctual and more able to plan. 
Many felt that they had a better understanding of the communities they served and their 
surroundings than when they had been teachers. This was largely due to their greater interaction 
with local residents. Negotiating with the local community and being accepted by the residents 
was a learning process that took time. Very few principals are resident in the area where the school 
is located, but in the one case where the principal was also ‘a local’, school-community relations 
had become particularly close. Principals spoke as to how their outlook on life had changed, how 
they had become more aware of other peoples’ problems, how they wanted to serve the poor and 
their country. In most interviews their position sounded more like a vocation, rather than a job. 
Some also said they had become stronger, and able to survive with little resources, or able to 
persevere in difficult circumstances. 
 

TCF has given me an aim in life; it has given my life a new meaning. Being a single parent 
of one, I am now motivated. Since the past 15 years, I have devoted my life to TCF. The 
people here want to get their children educated.  (Principal, Cluster 2) 
 
TCF is not just a job. I feel it is my responsibility to work in areas that are difficult. Working 
in TCF has had a positive impact on my life. (Principal, Cluster 2) 
 

Working for TCF also seemed to give internal peace and satisfaction, something reflected in their 
personal lives and their family, who learnt to support them in their work. 
 
When asked about lessons learnt there were a wide variety of answers, but many mentioned 
humility. 
 

In such communities things cannot be made possible by ordering. We need to come into 
their level and understand and give importance to their point of view.  (Principal,  
Cluster 2) 

 

Others spoke about how good intensions and handwork delivers results and that by being sincere, 
they gained local respect. 
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Challenges faced and overcome varied from school to school. Some principals spoke about having 
to overcome local resistance to education, barriers between community groups, or general issues 
with morals, ethics and manners in the local communities when the schools started. 

 
People are reluctant to send or continue educating their daughters to secondary school due 
to co-education.  Lot of effort was made to convince their parents through counselling. 
Only one girl was stuck off. (Principal, Cluster 1) 

 
In secondary schools the students’ attitude could represent the biggest challenge. 
 

The biggest challenge was changing the attitude of the students. It’s a slow process. 
Molding them initially was the biggest challenge. (Principal, Cluster 5) 
 

In another case (Cluster 3) the head teachers spoke about how she had to convince her in laws to 
take on the responsibility of a whole school. However, after a few years of service, her family 
respects her more and attitudes towards women in her immediate surroundings have changed. 
Whilst only a few mentioned this explicitly, it can be deduced that one of the impacts of TCF has 
been the emancipation of women, especially the principals, who over the years travel alone 
without male family members for training and meetings etc. 

The principals that were met as a part of this study have become true leaders. They are very 
connected to the cause and understand the community. Their strength is in becoming accepted and 
respected by the local community, as well as by their teachers. 
 

5.2 Teachers  
In contrast with the principals, most teachers who took part in this study seemed to have been 
impacted mainly at a professional level, and not so much in their private lives. They all spoke of 
their valuable training and how this had allowed them to improve their timekeeping and 
discipline.  
 

Earlier we used to teach what we already know. Our learning had stopped. Due to the 
teacher training and staff development day, we are now taught to teach so our learning 
continues. (Teacher, Cluster 1) 
 
In trainings, we are told what is wrong and taught the right way as well. We are taught 
before we teach - this helps us in learning and developing new methods and aids. (Teacher, 
Cluster 4) 

 
The principals explained how the teachers benefitted from both the pre- and in- service training 
and how many families supported their daughters and daughters in law to continue working at 
TCF as the families trusted the work place and conveyance conditions. 
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TCF motivates teachers. They become committed to the cause. The teachers get internal 
peace and satisfaction by teaching in TCF. The principal also satisfies their parents and 
counsels them to let their daughters come to TCF to teach. (Principal, Cluster 2) 

 
One principal explained that initially when people came to TCF they were raw and that they are 
groomed on the job. Despite high teacher attrition, the chances of promotion also motivate some of 
the girls to stay on. 
 

One of the teachers who taught other school before was unable to communicate. But in TCF 
she worked harder and now she is a trainer. (Principal, Cluster1) 
 

However at a personal level the impact the teachers speak about themselves seems to cluster 
around themes of patience, confidence and positive thinking.  

We are a lot more confident about ourselves and the subjects we teach because of the 
training. We take things positively and let go of the petty things. (Teachers Cluster 1 and 2) 
 

A handful of teachers spoke about how they applied some of what they had learnt at home, by 
teaching siblings more effectively or by planning their work at home as they would at school. 

 We plan ahead, use time efficiently and effectively. We have become punctual (Teacher, 
Cluster 4) 

 
Alumni teachers were possibly the ones who had been impacted most as their experience as a TCF 
student fed directly into their experience of being a teacher in the same system. For them teaching 
was much more than a job, but an opportunity to give back to the community that had helped 
them gain education. 
 

I was a student at TCF and I have worked with TCF only few a few months now but I feel I 
have learnt a lot more than I had in all my schooling years combined. (Teacher, Cluster 5) 

 
The alumni teachers also represent the most important legacy that TCF leaves in a community 
where education was previously not available. Not only do the schools get a set of local teachers, 
who understand the local circumstances better than anyone, else, they also directly contribute to a 
better educated local population, with parents wanting their daughters to emulate the alumni 
teachers. 
 
Overall the teachers interviewed said that with increased confidence and having learnt to better 
interact with other people, they have become more hardworking, patient, tolerant and disciplined.  
 

5.3 Students 
From the point of view of the teachers and principals the main effects on the students has been 
punctuality, discipline, cleanliness and hygiene, respect for elders, manners, better ethics, 
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increased tolerance through the ‘house system’, positive attitude, able to work in groups, and 
increased confidence. The emphasis on tolerance is something new, and had not been mentioned 
in any detail in 2008.  The new four coloured house system in fact seems to have had a rather rapid 
effect on all the schools visited, with students of all ages and backgrounds interacting with each 
other under a common identity. Competition between houses seems to have taken over from 
children brining class and ethnic differences into schools. (More on this is in a subsequent section). 
 

At start they were bias towards different communities but now they have developed 
harmony and are ease. (Principal, Cluster 1) 
 
Due to house system now they compete for their house not for grade or for ethnic reasons. 
(Teacher, Cluster 2 and 3) 
 
You can see the difference in the children. They have become well mannered, quicker, they 
obey and follow rules, are well groomed and confident. (Teacher, Cluster 4) 

 
These rules some said were followed even when the children were not being watched. Principals 
had stories about how the physical state of children changed the longer the school was in 
existence. In many cases children who did not have the habit to wash or clean their teeth regularly 
started to do so, either because they were shown how to, or because the school environment itself 
was clean. 
 

Children now are hygiene conscious and have taken this habit home to their families. 
(Teacher, Cluster 4) 

 
Teachers also pointed out that all this was due to TCF’s environment which provided them with 
good facilities with separate seats and space to sit, good teachers, and quality education. In the 
secondary schools the computer labs and other facilities made the students feel proud to go to a 
well equipped school. The fact that teachers took time to engage with each child individually was 
credited with helping those who would otherwise have been left behind. 
 

The children have developed a habit of reading and are interested in books. (Teacher, 
Cluster 4) 
 
Students don’t rote learn and think creatively. They have gotten more confident and have 
stronger communication skills. Group work is encouraged so they become better at 
sharing. Their critical thinking skills have improved. (Teacher, Cluster 5) 

10 marks are given for good behaviour. They now behave well and not only give respect to 
elders but also show love and care to their junior school mates.  (Teacher, Cluster 2) 
 
Students share their learning with their families. During students’ week several students 
involved their families in their arts, science or home economics projects. (Teacher,  
Cluster 5) 
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Families also benefit from the children’s learning. Whilst this was something both teachers and 
principals put forward as one of the chief effects of the TCF schools, it was corroborated by the 
parents that were met in the course of the study (see next section). 
 
When speaking about their student days the alumni reiterated a lot of what the teachers had said. 
They remembered the individual attention, the small class sizes, the fact that they were in a well 
equipped and clean environment. Many were full of praise for their teachers who they called their 
role models. 
 

5.4 Student group work  
A round 115,000 children all over Pakistan are enrolled in 830 schools TCF of which around 50% 
are girls. To include the opinion of the students a group exercise was conducted in the secondary 
schools visited. Students from grades 5, 6, 7, 8, and sometimes grades 9 and 10 – depending on the 
school (both girls & boys) were engaged.  They were asked first to name their group and then to 
share their views regarding their TCF school and their community. They were told to express 
themselves as they liked on a sheet of chart paper. Some groups came up with illustrations and 
some wrote an essay on the poster sheet. Later each group presented their work to the rest of the 
class. Below are some examples of the work that was done by the students. 

Minhala 

Approximately 30 girls from grade 9 and 10 were divided into 5 groups of 6 students each. They 
were given 15-20 minutes to draw or write about their community on one half of a chart paper and 
on the other half to draw or write what they felt about TCF. Each group was also asked to give 
themselves a name.  

The following pictures are the final product of this exercise. The students were then asked to 
present to the entire group what they had drawn/written. At that point each group was asked if 
they felt education was a right or responsibility.   

Candle Light 
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As shown in the picture above, the group of girls portrayed animals and greenery as part of their 
community surroundings and wrote a poem expressing their admiration and love for TCF. The 
students wrote that through their school they had gained confidence and had learnt how to better 
serve society. The representative of the group stated that education for her is a necessity both for 
this life and the hereafter and one can’t succeed in life without it.  

TCF Queens 

 

TCF Queens drew a scenery depicting greenery and hills in the background. Their prose on TCF 
highlights the positive impact it has had in their life. They thought education is both a right and 
responsibility, as after receiving an education they have a responsibility to do something for their 
families, teachers and community.  

Rose Queens  

 

Rose Queens drew palm trees as part of their community and wrote prose in Urdu for TCF. They 
described TCF as a unique opportunity for students who live in rural areas as they would have 
limited or no access to education otherwise. Education through TCF allows them not just to better 
their own condition but also the country’s and nation’s. They were proud to be a student at TCF.  
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During their presentation they emphasized that they think there should be more trees in the 
community as it aids in controlling pollution. They think it is the responsibility of the government 
to provide them their right to education. Once they receive education it then becomes their 
responsibility to do something for the society.  

Galaxy 

 

This group of girls both wrote and drew about TCF and their community. The picture for their 
community shows a more agricultural setting with a man carrying wooden sticks on his head and 
someone waiting to eat a meal in the field. Their description about their community includes, “we 
live in a society that is based on the guidelines of Islam and there is no concept of superior or 
inferior within the society.” Their description of the community was interlinked with the TCF 
establishing a school there.  

The paragraph about their school praised the efforts and discipline the teachers (especially the 
Head Teacher) had maintained in the schools. They thought education was a right, a fundamental 
one. 

Silver Star 

 

The picture they drew about the community shows a classroom with “Unity, Faith and Discipline” 
on the blackboard. A lesson transferred from Muhammad Ali Jinnah. It was interesting to see how 
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they highlighted a trash can within their classroom! They described a cooperative image of their 
society where people help each other and promoted literacy.  

During their presentation they highlighted that TCF has taught them to keep faith “especially in 
bad times.” For them education is wealth which helps them to learn about God.  

Nawabshah 

Approximately 22 students both girls & boys from grades 6 & 7 participated in this activity. Each 
group had 5 to 6 members. 

Quaid-e-Azam 

 

 
Quaid-e-Azam drew their Mathematics classroom and have also shown written that they like their 
teacher. In their drawing they have shown their school library where they can read books. They 
said their area is peaceful where people like with harmony.  

Rashid Minhas 

 

Students representing this group seem to be inspired with Rashid Minhas, a great soldier who 
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sacrificed his life to save the nation from the enemy.  In their drawing they have illustrated 
students doing group work. In this way they share ideas and it is fun to learn.  They also drew 
students standing in a queue and presence of prefects indicates that there is student leadership in 
school. The picture of their community shows a green belt with some trees and a road with few 
vehicles. In their presentation they emphasized that their town is beautiful and in safe from 
pollution. People here follow traffic signals and rules. 

Red Rose 

 

Red rose drew their classroom and they wrote about their school that TCF is the best school in 
their area. They also wrote that in the absence of teacher silence and disciplined is observed in 
their class. To describe their town they have drawn some trees and houses. In their presentation 
they emphasized their town is pollution free and people of their community are good and 
cooperative with each other.    

Ibn-e- Sena 

The members of this group which was represented by boys were unable to complete their drawing 
in the given time. They shared their points which they discussed in their groups in their 
presentation. They spoke about the facilities available to them in their TCF School like their 
classroom, library and playground. About their community they mentioned a playground where 
they play cricket matches with other teams.   

Machhar Colony 

Approximately 30 students both boys and girls from grades 9 & 10 participated in this activity. 
Each group was represented by 6 members. 
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Super Power 

 

Members of this group highlighted their school library in their illustration. They feel an equipped 
library gives them an option to learn more and acquire knowledge.  During their presentation they 
mentioned the fee structure which is affordable for them.  They also spoke about the Agahi 
program in which their mothers and sisters learned to read and write.  When asked about the 
community, the students described their area to be safe and peaceful unlike the other areas nearby 
where strikes and burning tyres seemed to be the norm. When asked about their choice of group 
name, the children said that the term ‘super power’ exuberates confidence.  

Amazing Group 

 

As a note worthy feature of their school, ‘The Amazing Group’ drew their classroom, library, 
computer lab and playground. During their presentation they spoke about the facilities available 
to them in their TCF school are not available in any other school in the vicinity. From their 
drawing, their view of the community is congested with houses close by and shrimp farms in 
abundance. Their depiction of the other side of the railway tracks – Mauripur is very different. The 
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other side of tracks has greenery, high buildings and clean roads. In their presentation they 
described their area a locality for the poor where people from different ethnic groups and cast are 
living together in harmony.  They also emphasized about the poverty of their area and further said 
“gharib tu hain yehan lakin koi bhauka nahi marta” (people are poor here but they don’t die of 
hunger). 

Super Star 

 

Brimming with confidence, the Super Stars group members want to shine like a star and do their 
parents proud. They drew their school building showing children playing and having a good time. 
Their addition of the nation flag on the building (which in real life is not there) showed their love 
and association towards the country. In their presentation they spoke well of their teachers and 
principal; according to them they feel comfortable to share their problems with their teachers and 
find them to be very supportive. In their view, Mohammadi Colony is a deprived locality with 
dirty streets, water shortage, overflowing sewerage lines, load shedding etc. In their presentation 
they said that before a TCF school had opened in their area, people were not too interested in 
getting their children educated and also that there was no good educational institute which has 
changed now.  

Aman  
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The members representing this group said they want peace, harmony and brotherhood hence they 
named the group ‘Aman’ – meaning peace.  According to this group, their area is a peaceful 
locality that houses and welcomes people from different communities and they all live together. 
They also feel that people are less inclined towards getting their children educated due to poverty 
as they prefer to send their children to earn however, children of their area are eager to go to 
school.  

Aman finds their school to be a ray of hope. They are hopeful that literacy rate of their area would 
increase and their living conditions will improve. The same group also appreciated the Agahi 
program due to which their mothers and sisters were able to read and write. 

Shaheen 

Giving the analogy of the Falcon - Shaheen in urdu, this group wants to be liberated and have 
freedom to do what their heart desires. “Like the falcon, we too want to fly freely and high”, said 
one of the group members.  While describing their TCF School, the group mentioned facilities 
made available to them like the computer lab, library, play ground and spacious classrooms which 
are not available in other schools in their area. In their presentation about their area they 
highlighted and spoke about the health care facilities and TCF Schools. They said that they wanted 
to study further. 

Winder 

Approximately 22 students both girls & boys from grades 6 & 7 participated in this activity. Each 
group had 5 to 6 members. 

Red Cherry 

 

Red Cherry drew their classroom and in their presentation and spoke about the school 
environment. The students appreciated their teachers’ hard work and the effort for coming to 
Winder all the way from Karachi. They also felt that it was worth mentioning that TCF schools 
provide education in Urdu. To describe the area they drew some houses, clean roads and trees 
which represent the recreational parks of Winder. In their presentation they said that population of 
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their area is increasing as people from other areas come here for work. Due to poverty boys have 
to work and because of the conservative environment, girls are not encouraged to go to school. 
Early marriages are a norm in the area.  

Cherry 

 

Cherry group members praised the efforts of TCF for highlighting the importance about education 
in their area. They have very high regards for their teachers and appreciated the positive attitude 
of their teachers.  According to them TCF is a ray of hope for them as it has instilled interest in 
them to move forward. In their illustration the group has related TCF with a tree, as the tree is a 
sign of relief and provide coolness in hot weathers. To them TCF is also a sign of relief. About their 
area they said that the population is increasing as people from different areas are migrating and 
settling in Winder. They further said that female education is not common here as girls hardly get 
permission to study and due to poverty boys have to work and discontinue their education.  

Strawberry 
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The members of the strawberry group appreciated the facilities that are provided by TCF. They 
have high regard for their teachers who are very hard working and travel a long way from Karachi 
to teach them. However, they also mentioned the difficulties they have to face due to the shortage 
of teachers.  

About their area they have described Winder as a small city of Baluchistan province not very 
populated. Resident of their city led a simple life.  People here are neither highly qualified nor 
skilful. Education facilities are hardly available as there are no teachers. Educating girls is not 
considered as important although most of the girls want to study.  According to them women are 
not given their basic rights which show the members have some understanding of basic rights.   

Ibn-e-Ghazali 

 

Members of this group belong to Ibn-e- Ghazali house so they also named their group Ibn-e-
Ghazali (a famous Muslim Philosopher). Describing the school they wrote that the environment of 
their TCF School is good as many facilities are offered.  They were of the opinion that TCF has 
promoted female education in their area. According to them TCF must also start a college so that 
the students can continue their education. They have identified small villages not far from Winder 
where there are no schools.  They suggested that there should be more TCF school there so 
Children can study like them.  

Describing their area they wrote that it is beautiful and there is peace and harmony. Winder has 
beautiful lakes and gardens and people from far places visit for recreation.  One of the best things 
about Winder is that people live in harmony and are always willing to support each other in hard 
times. According to them one of the worse things of their area is that girls are denied education, 
despite wanting to go to school.  
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Hamdardi 

 

The members of the Hamdardi group consider their schools as their home. According to them they 
take care of their school and are very fortunate that God has provided them with this wonderful 
opportunity. They admire their teachers and principal as they are hard working and travel to 
Winder from Karachi. They also discussed the shortage of a mathematics teacher.  

The paragraph about their area highlights the concerns that are due to illiteracy and poverty. They 
said that due to poverty in their area many parents send their children to work instead of schools. 
Besides, girls do not get permission to go to school and study due to which their area is not 
developing and is not playing a constructive role in development of the country.    

Salahuddin Ayubi 
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Inspired by their house name Salahuddin Ayubi – a great Muslim military commander, the 
members of this group decided to continue with the same name. Describing their school they said 
that it is one of the best schools of their area as the studies are good here and the school has a 
proper infrastructure. They are all praise for their teachers as they pay full attention to each 
student. There are separate sections for boys and girls.  They also said that they are given chance to 
participate in co-curricular activities in students week.  

The members of this group seem to be very sensitive as they have highlighted the non availability 

of schools and gas in their area. According to them if there are more schools like TCF in their area 

most of the children would be educated. They think that their area would prosper and play a key 

role in country’s development if gas is provided.   
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6 TCF’s impact outside the school 
6.1 Parents 
In order to assess the impact TCF has had on parents, principals, teachers and the parents 
themselves were asked. From the point of view of the teachers, cleanliness and hygiene as well as 
attitude changes were mentioned in every school. When schools were established, principals often 
had to contend with negative attitudes regarding education or the school. In some areas, the 
principal would have to at first go out to the community in order to ‘recruit’ the students and their 
families. However, this quickly changed as all schools visited found that at the time of enrolment 
there were long queues, of families wanting to enrol their children, and one of the most common 
complaints by parents is that not all children from one family can get access to the TCF school. The 
first thing which changed, many said, was the attitude towards education. Education was seen as 
more valuable, often valuable enough to take children out of work either entirely or at least for the 
school timings, when family livelihoods depended on the extra income. 
 
In some areas particular habits had changed, for example one principal mentioned that mothers 
stopped wearing garish colours and seemed to copy the fashion of the teachers. In others drugs, 
alcohol or gambling habits reduced. 
 

People were habitual of eating pan & gutkha now their kids tell them not to eat. 
 

Teachers mostly attributed this to the children who tell their parents what they learn at school. In 
other cases children just change their own behaviour and the families follow suit. 
 

Children guide their parents how to meet and greet others and give them their respect. 
Mothers say that children wash their hands before touching food. (Teacher, Cluster 3) 
Children also teach their parents manners and correct them when they are doing wrong 
(Teacher, Cluster 1) 

 
As was mentioned above, children arriving in KG are often in a bad state, not knowing how to sit 
on chairs and are dirty. But after a while parents tended to come to the school dressed in their best 
clothes, their children neat and clean. 
 

Children are very observant; the mother of one student asked me what is used in the 
washrooms that made them smell so good. Her son was insisting that she get the same for 
her house toilet. (Principal, Cluster 2) 

 
In one of the more established school there is no longer a problem with regard to hygiene, as the 
habit of sending clean children to school had been adopted across the community. Only in rural 
Sindh, where there is shortage of water, there seem to still be cleanliness issues from time to time. 
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Parents themselves explained how the children told them what they learnt at school and were very 
proud. 
 

When they study we listen. So we are happy. 
Children can read clipping from TV or newspaper & share with us. 

 
Some parents said that they had learnt new things from their children – this included the English 
alphabet and English words, the national anthem, mathematics, the value of time, and day to day 
dealings such as how to greet teachers. Many also said that hygiene in their houses had improved 
because their children went to a TCF school and that in general there were improvements with 
regard to respect for others. One parent said jahil pan khatam howa. 
 
It differs from area to area but many parents said that they or elder siblings sit with the children 
for homework. This is even the case when they themselves are illiterate. Some mothers joined the 
literacy course Agahi in order to be able to understand what their children were learning, and be 
better able to help. Both Agahi and the connection with the school has empowered mothers. Whilst 
school visits are often initially undertaken by the father3

 

, as time goes by mothers start to engage 
directly with the school. In one particular case where Pathans and Kohistanis accessed a particular 
school, Kohistani mothers started to come to the school through the encouragement of the Pathan 
mothers. The Kohistani men saw that they were allowed out and slowly also started to send their 
wives to the school. 

6.2 Community visits 
The community visits were organised through the schools, so that the team could get a feeling of 
the change on the ground and access parents who would otherwise not have been able to come to 
the focus groups. Usually students were asked the day before to take permission from their 
parents for a visit and on the day 5-6 houses were selected. 

Overall it seemed that in most areas the accessibility of a good school had increased the number of 
girls in school. In certain areas fathers still preferred their children to work, but mothers in 
particular wanted to send both boys and girls to school. The families who had sent a mother or 
over-aged sibling to Agahi were particularly well connected with the school. But the fact that 
Agahi was offered to all females in the community and not limited to the relatives of the students 
meant that the school was known across the area. Those schools, that had a water filtration plant, 
felt that they had an improved connection with the families and the local community. 

In the areas where the schools are more established and their own girls are starting to teach at TCF, 
the views on education and gender have totally changed. Families want their daughters to emulate 
those who have become teachers, as this gives them status and a job that is respected by all, not 
least by the future in laws. 

                                                      

3 This is also ethnicity based with Sindhis generally not sending mothers to school and in Karachi, Pathan 
fathers as opposed to mothers predominantly coming to the PTMs. 
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But even small changes make a big difference. One mother used to take her child out of school to 
read the numbers on the bus to get to hospital. Now there are enough literate children in the area 
and she can go alone and ask her way, leaving her daughter at school.  

 
TCF has done wonders and have changed the neighbourhood. When I came here 21 years 
ago situation is worse. Kids were often seen naked in streets & there was no hygiene. 
People didn’t send their kids to school. Now the situation is much better. However, still 
environment is not safe to send girls alone. I am satisfied with TCF. (Parent, Cluster 2) 

One brother explained how TCF had changed the environment of the slum. According to him 
present children are fortunate they go to TCF. When he was a child the environment was not good. 
There used to be wine shops and gambling dens. Now the situation is changed and the 
environment is improved.  

In some areas the TCF reputation is so good that the local middle class want to send their children 
there as well. Whilst this clashes with the original aim of the organisation, the children benefit 
from going to school in a more heterogeneous environment. 
 

When the school started 6 years ago only children living in a nearby village came to school. 
With the passage of time children from other or far villages also come to school. Now we 
have children of professionals like Doctor, Engineers and middle class. (Principal,  
Cluster 1) 

 

In one school the students participated in inter-school flower exhibition and the inter school 
science exhibition and won a prize. After that TCF became popular in the local area.  
 

It is known in the area and we got lot of admissions after this success. (Principal, Cluster 5) 
 
Being accepted in the community matters a lot. According to a primary school principal, earlier 
people use to shut their doors during her community visits. Now they are comfortable with her 
and open their doors. In another school where the primary principal is a Christian, she explained 
that most of the people of her community are illiterate. One of her neighbours said that he wants 
her daughter to be like her and is now ready to start educating his daughter. 
 
Personal connections are important as well. One of the mothers had all praises for the ex-principal 
of a school as she had been very supportive in a time of crisis. Due to floods she lost her home and 
books for her kids were washed away. The principal paid for her child’s books. 
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6.3 Alumni 
TCF keeps a close track of their students who have passed their Matriculation. An alumni desk at 
the head office is engaged in providing career counselling and guidance to these students. The 
alumni desk also provides internship and scholarship opportunities for intermediate and tertiary 
education which is based on merit. To assess the impact TCF has in this regard three focus group 
discussions with the TCF alumni were conducted in two areas.  

The alumni were asked to recall what they remember about TCF schools or what they liked. Most 
of them responded that they liked their teachers who were competent in their subjects. They also 
recalled the students week in which they were provided opportunities to participate in extra- 
curricular activities which helped them to boost their confidence. A number of them also liked the 
physical structure of the school and the facilities i.e. library, play ground, science and computer 
laboratory which are hardly found in the other schools of their area. In one focus group the young 
people also mentioned about mentoring programme Rahbar which they attended in grade VIII. 
According to them this was a good initiative as it acquaints them with different careers which they 
were not aware off.  

When asked how TCF has effected them and their families personally. Most of them said TCF has 
changed their perception for life as it provided them courage, motivation and inspiration to move 
forward. According to them they are able to continue their studies after matriculation as TCF is 
providing them scholarships and guiding them to choose a career.  This is despite that fact that 
most of the boys also have to work at the same time, to help support their families. When 
specifically asked how TCF impacted their families, they said that now their parents are sending 
their siblings to schools to study. One girl said that her life would have been different without TCF 
as her father would have sent her to Bangladesh and she would have remained illiterate. One more 
girl said that she has collected some books and set up a small library at home. Now her siblings 
also read books instead of wasting their time in streets. 

The young people also mentioned the impact of TCF in their communities. More people are now 
sending their children to school compared to earlier. Some of them said that people have started 
taking care of health and hygiene. When specifically asked how their relationships with people of 
different communities are, they said they all live peacefully, play with each other and help out 
each other in difficult times. Nowadays intermarriages between different communities have 
started.  

When asked how they define citizenship, there was an animated discussion. The group related 
citizenship with the place they live in. Some said following rules and performing their 
responsibilities, having love for the country and willingness to sacrifice for the country. A few also 
said that stopping people from any wrong doing or harming the country was also part of 
citizenship. 

When asked what they know about their rights they responded that “a right is something that we 
must get from the government but here who is listening to our rights.” One girl said that in their 
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area girls are denied their rights compared to boys. They are not allowed to continue their 
education.  One interesting thing that was observed that all of them were politically aware and are 
eager to cast their vote in the coming elections however, most of them were not registered voters. 
Most of them were planning to apply for National identity card but found the administration 
around this process difficult.    

 

6.4 TCF volunteers 

With a volunteer base of over 2,000, one of the major stakeholders of the organization are the 
volunteers. Being a vocal, committed and influential group, a few volunteers who are engaged in 
the Rahbar programme were asked to contribute to the review. The group of 8 (4 male and 4 
female) consisted of a mix of professionals from teachers and photographers to auditors ranging 
from ages 22 to over 60. 

The volunteers were generally happy with the TCF system. They found the organization to be 
transparent and hence worthy of their time. What appealed most to the volunteers was that the 
organization and its employees had a warm welcoming attitude which made them feel part of the 
TCF family. TCF’s attention to detail, investment and development of their human resource, 
especially teachers was appreciated.  

The volunteers felt that TCF’s focus on education was evident from the students who were better 
than the students coming from private schools within the area. However, in their opinion students 
from CARE are much more confident than TCF students who some volunteers found to be 
conforming and complacent.   

TCF students are well within their comfort zone and hence are not too pushed to change. 

Another positive attribute noticed was the acceptance of students from different ethnicities. 
Students have also a strong sense of belonging and association with TCF.  

The communities in which TCF operates are difficult. TCF schools stand out as pillars and 
are identified by all. Children are aware of the good and bad of the communities they come 
from and are proud of it. They do not feel a need for change or to move to another place. 

In the view of the volunteers, the aim of the Rahbar programme is to emphasize the students’ 
studies and guide them. The volunteers feel that their job is to make the students feel good about 
themselves, prepare them for life and to become contributing members of the society. According to 
the mentors, all students that go through the programme develop a sense of individuality. They 
become motivated and can view things from different perspectives. Their minds are opened to 
new ideas and they develop the vision to see the bigger picture.  
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All mentors felt that Rahbar positively impacted their lives. It made them thankful for what all 
they had and made them humble. They felt that doing the program made them understand life 
better and made them realize how easy it is to do something meaningful. 

Doing Rahbar has given me a sense of being; I have become more tolerant, mature, 
sensitive and responsible.  

The concept of citizenship was viewed a little differently by the mentors. To them citizenship is 
being part of a larger network and is about trust and reliance. When probed further about rights 
and responsibilities, the group spoke about responsibilities towards fellow countrymen and 
contributing to a bigger picture. As with other groups, the sense of deprivation of rights was felt. 
Education to them was a basic human right: a right to acquire and a responsibility of impart.  

 

6.5 Agahi graduates 

An adult literacy programme in collaboration with the Literate Pakistan Foundation is being held 
in the afternoons at over 260 TCF schools. Over 12,000 women have benefitted from this 
programme making them literate enough to read newspapers, write a letter and do some basic 
calculations.   

A group of women and (overage) children graduates of the course were invited to take part in a 
focus group. Most of them were stay-at-home mothers with a few children going to madrassas – all 
ranging from 10 to 40 years of age. The women found out about the course from their children 
enrolled at the school or from the principal when they had come themselves to enroll their children 
in the school. The younger ones of the course were all students who were overage and hence could 
not be enrolled in kindergarten. After going through the course, they have a chance of securing 
admission in grade II. They all felt the need to learn and wanted to receive an education but had 
never had a chance to do so before.  

Doing the course has had a positive change in their life. They can now read clearly and write (most 
of them could read the Quran before they joined the course) and life is easier. 

When asked about responsibilities, the group spoke about their household, doing their daily 
chores and obeying elders. The concept of rights was nonexistent and the group had nothing to say 
– they were unaware of their rights. Upon probing further and asking a direct question about 
education being a right or responsibility, the group unanimously believed that education is a right.  
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6.6 TCF employees 
Besides principals and teachers a large number of individuals are employed at TCF’s Head Office. 
To assess how TCF has impacted them two focus group discussions were conducted. Employees 
were divided into two groups. One group was represented by the domestic staff i.e. including 
technicians, sweepers, maids and drivers. The other was represented by mid level staff such as 
Assistant Managers and Managers. 

Group 1 

Overall the team found that working at TCF has no impact on domestic staff personally.  The 
association of most of the staff is less than a year with TCF except for a few. According to them, the 
working environment is similar at TCF and elsewhere.  The staff did not seem connected to the 
cause as none of them spoke about this. For them TCF is a paying job like any other. None of their 
children are enrolled in TCF schools although they are going to other schools. Out of 14 people 
only one of them has been to the adult literacy programme. 

When asked how they define citizenship most of them seemed to be unaware as they were quiet. 
Only one of them said: 

Where a man live that place becomes his identity. 

When asked about responsibilities and rights, they were thinking in terms of their profession. A 
few said: 

It is our responsibility to perform our duties and it is our right that we are paid well. 

 When asked specifically is education a Right or Responsibility some said:   

Education is a right. It is right of our kids. 

Group 2 

In contrast with the findings from the group that worked as domestic staff at TCF, the middle-tier 
employees at TCF seemed quite satisfied with their work life and highly connected with the cause. 
The focus group largely comprising women, seemed to find the environment comfortable as well 
as professional in terms of different departments to manage the workload. Employees cited a 
trusting senior management, an open door policy, timings that supported a good work life 
balance, opportunities for training, company benefits including the recently introduced health 
insurance and transport facility for ladies and career progression as key reasons for liking TCF. 

As far as TCF’s impact on employees personally, one male employee with an army background 
laughingly quoted that TCF has made him ‘civilised’ – a pun to his more ‘civilian’ ways now! 
Employees felt that working for TCF had made them more responsible and more humble. 

A lot of ideas flowed in when asked as to what one thing would the employees want done 
differently at TCF. Responses ranged from a more effective and extensive use of technology, less 
ambitious targets on school growth (referring to the 1,000-school landmark to be achieved by TCF), 
detailed line manager feedback on performance, job rotation to combat work monotony, increased 
CEO presence in schools to boost faculty morale, English as a medium of instruction at school and 
Agahi to be introduced for male staff. 
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Defining Citizenship was a difficult question to answer and the only two unprompted responses 
that were obtained were a) serving society in a positive manner b) taking the initiative to execute 
rights and responsibilities. On prompting as to what are rights and responsibilities an employee 
responded that rights are roti, kapra aur makan (referring to the infamous political chant of the 
Bhutto regime) i.e. bread, cloth, shelter! Another responded by saying it is security, respect and 
freedom of speech. 

As to whether education is a right or a responsibility, there was unanimous agreement that 
education is both a right as well as a responsibility. One participant very aptly added that once 
you have had the privilege to get education, it then becomes your responsibility to ensure that 
others around you do not remain in the dark. 
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7 Community Cohesion and overcoming barriers 
TCF schools enrol children from all ethnic and religious backgrounds. More and more lower- 
middle class parents try to get access to a TCF school when they are unhappy with the local 
government or private provision. Girls and boys study together at primary level and often at 
secondary as well. Often the local demographics are reflected in the classrooms, with different 
ethnic and religious groups sitting side by side. 

The research asked specific questions with regard to overcoming barriers in the community, as 
they are perceived locally and how the TCF schools were able to bridge gaps and prepare the 
students to live in a multi-ethnic and multi religious Pakistan. The barriers varied from area to 
area, but centred mostly on gender and class. In some areas there were barriers related to ethnicity 
and religion.  

Overall the team found that gender barriers were broken, at student, teacher and parental levels. 
More girls come to school, even in areas where parents prefer to keep their daughters at home. In 
KPK over-aged girls were sent to school after the Agahi programme, because the school had 
female teachers. In Sindh, even Sindhi families sent their daughters to school, at least till the end of 
primary school. In areas where there are alumni teachers the perception of education girls has 
changed totally. Mothers who had previously not visited schools, like the Kohistani community in 
one area started to come and engage with teachers directly. Teachers find gender barriers are 
broken as they are allowed by their families to travel for training without male accompaniments. 
This is particularly the case with principals who take on the leadership role and responsibility for a 
school. In those families, women are regarded differently – partly because they have a job and 
contribute to the family finance, partly they are respected because of their education and or 
leadership skills. 

Ethnic and religious barrier were broken as well, mainly through the newly installed ‘house 
system’. Whilst previously children might have preferred to sit along ethnic (and with minorities, 
religious lines) lines, their identity was now dictated by the house they are placed in. In addition to 
the house system teachers credit the assembly routine and the social studies books for such 
behaviour changes: 

 
In assembly routine they are taught and advised about behaving well. 
 
Primary Social Studies books now also have chapters related to communications and 
interactions with different sects of community.   
 
There are some households that have this mindset but we teach our children that humanity 
has no religion and all religion preach goodness; initially, we had problems with ethnicity 
and religious difference amongst students, but now they have reduced. We tell children 
that all humans are equal, be it any community, religion, ethnicity or gender. In the 
students’ week, when we had the naat competition, the Hindus and Christians recited their 
prayers. 
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Ethnic differences are also erased through the use of the common language: 
 

Here Bengalis are considered a lower class and Pathans are considered upper class - 
education can help eradicate these differences.  
 
We encourage students to speak in Urdu. 

 
Whilst many parents say that there were no issues between the various communities and that 
children played with each other. However the principals of the schools often told a different story, 
with children refusing to sit next to each other, or families having no social interaction apart from 
at funerals. They felt that the schools helped erase these differences. In one case (cluster 1) the issue 
was class as the father of a student did not want to have children from the ‘servant background’ 
studying alongside his son. As more middle class students access TCF schools, such class 
differences are again erased through the house system. 
 

They are taught that being Muslim you are one and in school you are only TCF student.  
 
Children are aware of the differences. We teach them in light of the Quran and sunnah to 
be one and live like a family. We teach them to take their fellow students as their siblings 
and their teacher as their mother. 

There are no gender issues in this community. However, there are class issues. 30% of such 
issues are played out in school where one girl because of her background feels superior to 
another but the teachers deal with that effectively. 

Tolerance, acceptance and respect towards others are what the teachers say they focus on when 
asked about how to overcome differences. The house system has been a success as children take 
care of each other in the same house, learn teamwork and how not to give up.  
 

House system has a positive impact and children consider their house as their family. 
Before house system, they all preferred to sit with their own community children. 

 
Initially the children are uncomfortable with each other (due to cultural and ethnic 
differences). We teach and train them to be more tolerant. The house system has helped 
with group work. It teaches and motivates children to work towards a common goal.  

 
But barriers remain. In some areas families still prefer the girl to remain at home and help with the 
housework as of a certain age (especially in rural Sindh).  

Due to mother’s pregnancy girls remain in home for house hold work and looking after 
father and other siblings.  
 
In some communities, men do not want to work and women work all the time. Men also 
want a lot of children and threaten their wives of remarrying if they argue about children.  
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In others children are taken out of school on a seasonal basis due to the availability of work. In one 
community resident in the Karachi slum the fisheries season means that pealing shrimps will bring 
in lots of money and that money is sent to their families, so all children have to work. 

When there is hunting season students’ attendance gets thin. They involve themselves in to 
different working related to fisheries for small wages. 

 

Breaking social barriers takes time, often a generation or more. However, in the areas where TCF 
schools had been established for around a decade, many of the issues were either reduced or 
totally absent. 
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8 Citizenship 
Given that the aim of TCF is to create responsible citizens, the study also focused on the 
understanding of citizenship. As in previous research conducted (Lall 2012), the review showed 
that there is a limited understanding of the term citizenship/ citizen across Pakistan.  
 
Few apart from a handful of principals equated the term with rights and responsibilities. Only one 
principal was able to speak about the concept with any depth of understanding. When prompted 
about rights and responsibilities, teachers and parents explained that responsibilities mean respect 
for elders and the household and were limited to the household and community. No one ever 
spoke of the state or the country. Few if any ever spoke about rights. 
 
When prompted directly about rights and responsibilities, teachers spoke about citizenship in the 
following way: 

 
Citizenship is obeying rules of where they live; Citizenship is identity, for teachers, TCF is 
identity; Living together- coexisting.  
 
Responsibility requires patience and do what you want or others want from you. 
 
Children want to move out, they ask what do we have here? We teach them that it’s not 
only our right but also our responsibility to make our environment better We tell them that 
they can make a difference if they are well educated and can do well in life.  
 
Our responsibilities are to follow rules and to be honest to our job. 

 
Citizenship: Follow a better “clean” path to be successful and create opportunities for the 
next generation. Learn and practice honesty, integrity and social justice. 
 

 
When asked how they taught children about citizenship they said: 
 

To take action for improvement so the change comes. 
 
Teaching students: Plan activities & involve students, like for cleanliness, students start by 
cleaning their classroom, then the school, then the street. 
 
Teaching Rights and Responsibilities; Islamiat for example can be extended as manners and 
rights of people and applied to life; We teach obedience, responsibilities of students; Love 
for your city, belonging, obeying rights and responsibilities. 

 
When asked specifically about rights some said:  
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Just like we have rights and responsibilities towards our house, the same way we are 
responsible for our community, province and country. 
 
Just like in a house, we are all one, with one language and one culture, same goes for our 
country. 
 
Our rights are: Firstly- roti (bread/food), kapra (clothing) and makan (shelter) Secondly- 
education.  
 
It is our right to acquire education, get medical facilities, jobs and live in a safe and secure 
environment/ country. 
 

It is clear from this that teachers ought to have some specialised training on the concept of 
citizenship, in order to be able to pass this on to the students. 

 
Parents were also asked. Most mothers shrugged at the idea of rights, focusing on responsibilities. 
Overall they said that their responsibilities were towards their community, to behave like good 
human beings, respect and help each other, if someone was ill, to look after that person. Many also 
spoke of keeping their home and neighbourhood clean, sending their children to the madrassa to 
learn the Quran. Their main responsibility was to send their children to school so that they are 
educated. Children had the right to education. 
 

We are responsible for our children, parents, neighbourhood and community. 
 
They also mentioned their children’s’ responsibilities top include bag packing, asking permission, 
respecting their elders, explaining to younger child, thinking of what to do ahead 

 
Children must behave well and obey and respect their parents and elders. 
 
Children are aware of their role and help their community when needed. 

 
Whilst the parental responses were no surprise, the fact that the teachers were unable to explain 
the concept of citizenship, without being specifically asked about rights and responsibilities shows 
a gap that needs to be filled. This is particularly important if students are to become true agents of 
change in their communities and if their understanding on society is to exceed their parents’ 
understanding. 
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 Conclusions and Recommendations 
TCF has ambitious objectives and programmes where schools through principals and teachers 
impact students who in turn impact parents and communities.  
 
The greatest impact is the TCF legacy when a former student returns as a teacher to give back or a 
volunteer who connects with the cause. The other major impact has been on and through 
principals. The principals that were met as a part of this study have become true leaders. They are 
very connected to the cause and understand the community. Their strength is in becoming 
accepted and respected by the local community, as well as by their teachers. They are the vital link 
between all the various stakeholders. 
 

The contrast between the leadership and vision shown by the TCF principals compared with the 
lack of impact teachers had in their communities and their lack of understanding of the concept of 
citizenship is surprising.  Citizenship needs to be imparted as a formal and internal value set to the 
teachers so that they can pass it on more clearly to their students, in order to embed the aim of 
creating agents of positive change for the wider society.  

 

TCF has also shown that it has had an impact on changing social norms in conservative societies. 
Breaking social barriers takes time, often a generation or more. However, in the areas where TCF 
schools had been established for around a decade, many of the issues that divide communities 
were either reduced or totally absent.  

 

Here are five specific recommendations: 

• The concept of citizenship must be imbued in teacher training so that they are both 
formally and informally empowered to educate the next generation of change agents i.e. 
the students. This may be extended to the employees of TCF. In order to bridge this gap 
quickly, specific training programmes should be put in place. 

• In contrast with the principals, most teachers who took part in this study seemed to have 
been impacted mainly at a professional level, and not so much in their private lives. A 
programme of direct community contact/ visits could help. A greater involvement of the 
community directly with the school could also help connect teachers to the cause. 

• Greater parental involvement in the schools should be encouraged – especially fathers. 
Possibly extending Agahi to fathers and brothers in evening classes, and  

• With the connectedness to the TCF cause shown by volunteers, the opportunities for 
volunteers to engage should both be formalised and increased, even in areas that are more 
remote. Volunteers who do it primarily for the cause and experience can become powerful 
change agents both for teachers and employees. Perhaps volunteers can be connected to 
teachers as well as students. 

• Domestic staff and Ayahs should become more part of the TCF family, given incentives to 
send their children to TCF schools and be encouraged to take part in the Agahi programme. 
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Whether formally or informally, TCF does a fantastic service in having the next generation bring 
both positive changes into the community and live the values of citizenship. 
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Appendix  
 

 
Machar Colony 

There are 2 TCF campuses in Machar Colony comprising of 9 units in total. The following table details the 
number of TCF schools in the area and the year they were established.  

 
Year  Type Campus Name Shift Students’ strength  
1996 Single unit Primary Vohra Campus-I morning 210 
2005 Single unit Primary Vohra Campus-I (a) afternoon 198 
2006 Dual unit Primary Abdullah Rakla Campus (Primary) morning 302 
2007 Dual unit Secondary Abdullah Rakla Campus (Secondary) morning 247 
2008 Triple Unit Primary Abdullah Rakla Campus (Primary) (a) afternoon 404 
 
Socio Economic Dynamics  
 
Vohra Campus 
 

School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Pri AN/Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 130 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 46 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 5 
Educational Background : Matric households % 19 
Educational Background : Inter households %  
Educational Background :Graduate households %  
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 164 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 6 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 3 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 16 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 9 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Abdullah Rakla Campus 
 

School Socio Economic Class (SEC) D - Pri AN/Pri M/Sec M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 164 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 38 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 32 
Educational Background : Matric households % 31 
Educational Background : Inter households % 5 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 14 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households % 14 
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 222 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 16 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 2 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 25 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 37 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
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Nawabshah 
 
There is one TCF campus in Nawabshah comprising of 5 units in total. The following table details the 
number of TCF schools in the area and the year they were established.  
 
Year  Configuration Campus Name Shift Students’ strength  
2006 Single unit Primary Al-Kibriya Campus I morning 137 
2006 Single unit Primary Riyadh Group Campus II morning 168 
2009 Single unit Primary Riyadh Group Campus II (a) afternoon 178 
2012 Single unit Secondary  Chicago Campus I morning 78 2012 Single unit Secondary Nawabshah Campus morning 
 
Socio Economic Dynamics  
 
Al-Kibriya Campus – I 
 

School Socio Economic Class (SEC) D - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 37 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 11 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 13 
Educational Background : Matric households % 14 
Educational Background : Inter households % 6 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 11 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households % 7 
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 39 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 25 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 10 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 9 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 14 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Riyadh Group Campus – II 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) D - Pri M/Pri AN 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 88 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 26 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 12 
Educational Background : Matric households % 20 
Educational Background : Inter households % 22 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 22 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households % 10 
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 112 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 23 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 20 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 17 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman % 4 
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 22 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job % 3 

 
Chicago Campus I 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) D - Sec M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 42 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 13 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 8 
Educational Background : Matric households % 11 
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Educational Background : Inter households % 9 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 11 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households % 6 
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 50 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 16 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 10 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 9 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman % 1 
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 12 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Winder 
 
There are two TCF campuses in Winder comprising of 6 units in total. The following table details the 
number of TCF schools in the area and the year they were established.  
 
Year  Configuration Campus Name Shift Students’ strength  
2006 Dual unit Primary Kings Friendship Campus morning 349 
2006 Single unit Primary PSO Campus morning 173 
2008 Single unit Primary Saharay Campus III morning 175 
2011 Single unit Secondary  Kings Friendship Campus II morning 26 
2011 Single unit Secondary  Stemcor Campus III morning 60 
  
Socio Economic Dynamics  
 
Kings Friendship Campus 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 72 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 6 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 1 
Educational Background : Matric households % 11 
Educational Background : Inter households % 9 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 1 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 79 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 2 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 6 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 4 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman % 1 
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 7 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job % 1 
 
PSO Campus 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 72 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 6 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 1 
Educational Background : Matric households % 11 
Educational Background : Inter households % 9 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 1 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 79 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 2 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 6 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 4 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman % 1 
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Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 7 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job % 1 
 
Saharay Campus III 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 72 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 6 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 1 
Educational Background : Matric households % 11 
Educational Background : Inter households % 9 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 1 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 79 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 2 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 6 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 4 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman % 1 
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 7 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Kings Friendship Campus II 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Sec M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 72 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 6 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 1 
Educational Background : Matric households % 11 
Educational Background : Inter households % 9 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 1 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 79 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 2 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 6 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 4 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman % 1 
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 7 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Stemcore Campus III 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Sec M 
Educational Background : Illiterate households % 72 
Educational Background : Less than Primary households % 6 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 1 
Educational Background : Matric households % 11 
Educational Background : Inter households % 9 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 1 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 79 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 2 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 6 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 4 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman % 1 
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 7 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job % 1 
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Minhala 
 
There are 5 TCF campuses in Minhala comprising of 7 units in total. The following table details the number 
of TCF schools in the area and the year they were established. 
  
Year  Configuration Campus Name Shift Students’ strength  
2000 Dual unit Secondary  Shirin Sultan Dossa Campus-III  Morning  358 2006 Single unit Higher Secondary  Shirin Sultan Dossa Campus-III  Morning  
1999 Single unit Primary  Dr. Amir-ud-Din Trust Campus-I  Morning  179 
2002 Single unit Primary Dr. Amir-ud-Din Trust Campus-IV  Morning  179 
2006 Single unit Primary Zuleikha Amin Campus  Morning  180 
2007 Single unit Primary Los Angeles Campus  Morning  178 
 
Socio Economic Dynamics  

Shirin Sultan Dossa Campus-III 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - HS M/Sec M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 131 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 18 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 19 
Educational Background : Matric households % 17 
Educational Background : Inter households % 5 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 9 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 125 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 25 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 17 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 33 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Dr. Amir-ud-Din Trust Campus-I 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 41 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 23 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 19 
Educational Background : Matric households % 14 
Educational Background : Inter households % 4 
Educational Background :Graduate households %  
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 85 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 6 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 1 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 8 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Dr. Amir-ud-Din Trust Campus-IV 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 41 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 23 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 14 
Educational Background : Matric households % 23 
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Educational Background : Inter households %  
Educational Background :Graduate households %  
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 77 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour %  
Occupational Background :Self Employed %  
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 23 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Zuleikha Amin Campus 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 86 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 7 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 4 
Educational Background : Matric households % 4 
Educational Background : Inter households %  
Educational Background :Graduate households %  
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 75 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 25 
Occupational Background :Self Employed %  
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position %  
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Los Angeles Campus 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) D - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 59 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 14 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 7 
Educational Background : Matric households % 10 
Educational Background : Inter households % 5 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 5 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 67 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 2 
Occupational Background :Self Employed % 17 
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 1 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman % 2 
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 10 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
 
Oghi 
 
There is one TCF campus in Oghi comprising of 2 units in total. The following table details the number of 
TCF schools in the area and the year they were established.  
 
Year  Configuration Campus Name Shift Students’ strength  
2007 Single unit Primary Magna Campus morning 174 
2009 Single unit Primary Magna Campus afternoon 143 
2007 Single unit Primary YPO Pakistan Campus morning 167 
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Socio Economic Dynamics  
 
Magna Campus 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) D - Pri AN/Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 72 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 29 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 24 
Educational Background : Matric households % 52 
Educational Background : Inter households % 16 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 7 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households % 2 
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 106 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 33 
Occupational Background :Self Employed %  
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 37 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 23 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
YPO Pakistan Campus 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) D - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 16 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 32 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 4 
Educational Background : Matric households % 27 
Educational Background : Inter households % 14 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 4 
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households % 3 
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 48 
Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 8 
Occupational Background :Self Employed %  
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 29 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 15 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
Battal –Mansehra 
 
There is one TCF campus in Battal comprising of 2 units in total. The following table details the number of 
TCF schools in the area and the year they were established.  
 
Year  Configuration Campus Name Shift Students’ strength  
2007 Single unit Primary Pepsi Foundation Campus morning 158 
2007 Single unit Primary UK Campus morning 127 
 
Pepsi Foundation Campus 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Pri M 
Educational Background :Illiterate households % 56 
Educational Background :Less than Primary households % 27 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 1 
Educational Background : Matric households % 11 
Educational Background : Inter households % 5 
Educational Background :Graduate households %  
Educational Background :Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 82 
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Occupational Background :Skilled Labour % 15 
Occupational Background :Self Employed %  
Occupational Background :Petty Trader/Small Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 4 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
 
UK Campus 
 
School Socio Economic Class (SEC) E-1 - Pri M 
Educational Background : Illiterate households % 54 
Educational Background : Less than Primary households % 17 
Educational Background : 5-9 years schooling households % 1 
Educational Background : Matric households % 18 
Educational Background : Inter households % 9 
Educational Background :Graduate households % 1 
Educational Background : Post-Graduate households %  
Occupational Background : Unskilled Labour % 79 
Occupational Background : Skilled Labour % 18 
Occupational Background : Self Employed %  
Occupational Background : Petty Trader/Small Businessman % 1 
Occupational Background :Medium to Large scale Businessman %  
Occupational Background :Non-Executive/Middle Executive Position % 1 
Occupational Background :Senior Executive/Supervisory job %  
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